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Kindy Daffodil

• This semester Early Stage 1 began learning about some of the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about different types of lines and how to make patterns by repeating those 
lines in our patterned turtles, rainbow monsters and line sculptures.

• We learnt about the artist Wassily Kandinsky and his love of lines and shapes which inspired our 
collaborative work, the flowering tree and our colourful shape robots.

• We also learnt about colours – primary colours, warm and cool colours and colour mixing to make 
secondary colours and the colours of the rainbow.  

• In Term 2, we put all our new learning together to create camouflaged chameleons and Pete 
Cromer inspired birds. 

• We finished our semester exploring texture by creating bumpy crocodiles and some amazing sea 
animals sculpted from playdough. 



Collaborative class tree, inspired by artist Wassily Kandinsky.



Turtles using the elements of line and colour.



Turtles using the elements of line and colour.



Turtles using the elements of line and colour.



Turtles using the elements of line and colour.



Turtles using the elements of line and colour.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Shape Robots



Shape Robots



Shape Robots



Shape Robots



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Camouflaged warm and cool colour chameleons.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.
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Kindy Fern

• This semester Early Stage 1 began learning about some of the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about different types of lines and how to make patterns by repeating 
those lines in our patterned turtles, rainbow monsters and line sculptures.

• We learnt about the artist Wassily Kandinsky and his love of lines and shapes which 
inspired our collaborative work, the flowering tree and our colourful shape robots.

• We also learnt about colours – primary colours, warm and cool colours and colour 
mixing to make secondary colours and the colours of the rainbow.  

• In Term 2, we put all our new learning together to create camouflaged chameleons and 
Pete Cromer inspired birds. 

• We finished our semester exploring texture by creating bumpy crocodiles and some 
amazing sea animals sculpted from playdough. 



Collaborative class tree, inspired by artist Wassily 

Kandinsky.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Rainbow Monsters using line, colour and space.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.



Paper sculpture using line, colour and shape.





Colour theory rainbows.



Colour theory rainbows.



Shape Robots



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.
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Kindy Wattle

• This semester Early Stage 1 began learning about some of the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about different types of lines and how to make patterns by repeating 
those lines in our patterned turtles, rainbow monsters and line sculptures.

• We learnt about the artist Wassily Kandinsky and his love of lines and shapes which 
inspired our collaborative work, the flowering tree and our colourful shape robots.

• We also learnt about colours – primary colours, warm and cool colours and colour 
mixing to make secondary colours and the colours of the rainbow.  

• In Term 2, we put all our new learning together to create camouflaged chameleons and 
Pete Cromer inspired birds. 

• We finished our semester exploring texture by creating bumpy crocodiles and some 
amazing sea animals sculpted from playdough. 



Collaborative class tree, inspired by artist Wassily 

Kandinsky.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary colours, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Mosaic rainbows using colour theory.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, birds inspired by Australian 

artist Pete Cromer.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Warm and cool colours, camouflaged chameleons.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.



Crocodiles using implied texture.
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1 Lychee

• This semester Stage 1 students have been learning about the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about lines and patterns and used them to create a zentangle style 

turtle.

• We explored the works of artists like Piet Mondrian and his exclusive use of primary 

colours, Richard Hoedl and his secondary colour landscapes, and Ted Harrison’s abstract 

arctic landscapes, in order to understand colour theory. 

• In Term 2, Stage 1 students learnt about symmetry and created a collage using geometric 

and organic shapes inspired by the artist Henri Matisse.

• We also focused on the element of texture drawing and painting grumpy monkeys and a 

shaking dog enjoying a bath, using watercolours and finger-painting techniques.



Turtles using line, pattern and colour.



Turtles using line, pattern and colour.



Turtles using line, pattern and colour.



Turtles using line, pattern and colour.



Turtles using line, pattern and colour.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.
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1 Rose

• This semester Stage 1 students have been learning about the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about lines and patterns and used them to create a zentangle style 

turtle.

• We explored the works of artists like Piet Mondrian and his exclusive use of primary 

colours, Richard Hoedl and his secondary colour landscapes, and Ted Harrison’s abstract 

arctic landscapes, in order to understand colour theory. 

• In Term 2, Stage 1 students learnt about symmetry and created a collage using geometric 

and organic shapes inspired by the artist Henri Matisse.

• We also focused on the element of texture drawing and painting grumpy monkeys and a 

shaking dog enjoying a bath, using watercolours and finger-painting techniques.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by 

artist Ted Harrison.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.
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2 Alyxia

• This semester Stage 1 students have been learning about the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about lines and patterns and used them to create a zentangle style 

turtle.

• We explored the works of artists like Piet Mondrian and his exclusive use of primary 

colours, Richard Hoedl and his secondary colour landscapes, and Ted Harrison’s abstract 

arctic landscapes, in order to understand colour theory. 

• In Term 2, Stage 1 students learnt about symmetry and created a collage using geometric 

and organic shapes inspired by the artist Henri Matisse.

• We also focused on the element of texture drawing and painting grumpy monkeys and a 

shaking dog enjoying a bath, using watercolours and finger-painting techniques.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet 

Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet 

Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet 

Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet 

Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet 

Mondrian.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist Richard Hoedl.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.
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2 Cacti

• This semester Stage 1 students have been learning about the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about lines and patterns and used them to create a zentangle style 

turtle.

• We explored the works of artists like Piet Mondrian and his exclusive use of primary 

colours, Richard Hoedl and his secondary colour landscapes, and Ted Harrison’s abstract 

arctic landscapes, in order to understand colour theory. 

• In Term 2, Stage 1 students learnt about symmetry and created a collage using geometric 

and organic shapes inspired by the artist Henri Matisse.

• We also focused on the element of texture drawing and painting grumpy monkeys and a 

shaking dog enjoying a bath, using watercolours and finger-painting techniques.



Turtles using line and pattern.



Turtles using line and pattern.



Turtles using line and pattern.



Turtles using line and pattern.



Turtles using line and pattern.



Turtles using line and pattern.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Primary Colours collaborative art, inspired by artist Piet Mondrian.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Landscape using secondary colours, inspired by artist 

Richard Hoedl.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Colourful paper collage, inspired by artist Henri Matisse.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.
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2 Dandelion

• This semester Stage 1 students have been learning about the elements of art.

• In Term 1, we learnt about lines and patterns and used them to create a zentangle style 

turtle.

• We explored the works of artists like Piet Mondrian and his exclusive use of primary 

colours, Richard Hoedl and his secondary colour landscapes, and Ted Harrison’s abstract 

arctic landscapes, in order to understand colour theory. 

• In Term 2, Stage 1 students learnt about symmetry and created a collage using geometric 

and organic shapes inspired by the artist Henri Matisse.

• We also focused on the element of texture drawing and painting grumpy monkeys and a 

shaking dog enjoying a bath, using watercolours and finger-painting techniques.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by artist Ted Harrison.



Warm and cool colour arctic landscapes, inspired by 

artist Ted Harrison.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Monkey mischief, inspired by the book Grumpy Monkey.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.



Shaking dog after a bath, inspired by artist Iris Scott.
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3 Jade

• Stage 2 had lots of fun in Art this semester experimenting with new techniques and 

focusing on the elements of Art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at different styles of writing and how it is used in art. 

Famous graffiti artist Banksy inspired our name graffiti walls.

• We learnt to create abstract landscapes using chalk pastels in warm and cool colours. 

• In Term 2, we learnt about perspective and used an aboriginal dot painting technique to 

create movement in the background of our Cheeky Cockatoo.

• We also used a combination of collage and paint to create a mixed media self-portrait.

• We finished the term by using reduction printmaking techniques to recreate our own 

version of Japanese artist Hokusai’s print, The Great Wave.



Name Graffiti



Name Graffiti



Name Graffiti



Name Graffiti



Name Graffiti



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Block printing inspired by Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai.



Block printing inspired by Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai.



Block printing inspired by Japanese artist Katsushika 

Hokusai.
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3 Kerria

• Stage 2 had lots of fun in Art this semester experimenting with new techniques and 

focusing on the elements of Art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at different styles of writing and how it is used in art. 

Famous graffiti artist Banksy inspired our name graffiti walls.

• We learnt to create abstract landscapes using chalk pastels in warm and cool colours. 

• In Term 2, we learnt about perspective and used an aboriginal dot painting technique to 

create movement in the background of our Cheeky Cockatoo.

• We also used a combination of collage and paint to create a mixed media self-portrait.

• We finished the term by using reduction printmaking techniques to recreate our own 

version of Japanese artist Hokusai’s print, The Great Wave.



Name Graffiti



Name Graffiti



Name Graffiti



Name Graffiti



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Warm and cool colour landscape using chalk pastels.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Cheeky cockatoos.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.



Music and Art, self portrait.
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4 Bamboo

• Stage 2 had lots of fun in Art this semester experimenting with new techniques and 

focusing on the elements of Art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at different styles of writing and how it is used in art. 

Famous graffiti artist Banksy inspired our name graffiti walls.

• We learnt to create abstract landscapes using chalk pastels in warm and cool colours. 

• In Term 2, we learnt about perspective and used an aboriginal dot painting technique to 

create movement in the background of our Cheeky Cockatoo.

• We also used a combination of collage and paint to create a mixed media self-portrait.

• We finished the term by using reduction printmaking techniques to recreate our own 

version of Japanese artist Hokusai’s print, The Great Wave.
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4 Freesia

• Stage 2 had lots of fun in Art this semester experimenting with new techniques and 

focusing on the elements of Art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at different styles of writing and how it is used in art. 

Famous graffiti artist Banksy inspired our name graffiti walls.

• We learnt to create abstract landscapes using chalk pastels in warm and cool colours. 

• In Term 2, we learnt about perspective and used an aboriginal dot painting technique to 

create movement in the background of our Cheeky Cockatoo.

• We also used a combination of collage and paint to create a mixed media self-portrait.

• We finished the term by using reduction printmaking techniques to recreate our own 

version of Japanese artist Hokusai’s print, The Great Wave.
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4 Ivy

• Stage 2 had lots of fun in Art this semester experimenting with new techniques and 

focusing on the elements of Art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at different styles of writing and how it is used in art. 

Famous graffiti artist Banksy inspired our name graffiti walls.

• We learnt to create abstract landscapes using chalk pastels in warm and cool colours. 

• In Term 2, we learnt about perspective and used an aboriginal dot painting technique to 

create movement in the background of our Cheeky Cockatoo.

• We also used a combination of collage and paint to create a mixed media self-portrait.

• We finished the term by using reduction printmaking techniques to recreate our own 

version of Japanese artist Hokusai’s print, The Great Wave.
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4 Wisteria

• Stage 2 had lots of fun in Art this semester experimenting with new techniques and 

focusing on the elements of Art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at different styles of writing and how it is used in art. 

Famous graffiti artist Banksy inspired our name graffiti walls.

• We learnt to create abstract landscapes using chalk pastels in warm and cool colours. 

• In Term 2, we learnt about perspective and used an aboriginal dot painting technique to 

create movement in the background of our Cheeky Cockatoo.

• We also used a combination of collage and paint to create a mixed media self-portrait.

• We finished the term by using reduction printmaking techniques to recreate our own 

version of Japanese artist Hokusai’s print, The Great Wave.
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5 Camellia

• This semester, Stage 3 have been focusing on the elements of art and how they can be used to create 

and understand art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at the tertiary colour wheel and how colours work together to enhance 

an artwork. This inspired our fantasy cityscapes using one- point perspective.

• As Stage 3 were focusing on fantasy texts in their literacy activities, we complemented their classroom 

learning by making fantasy animal portraits inspired by contemporary artist Tamara Phillips.

• We then sculpted 3-dimensional dragon eyes using origami and oil pastels, and dragon hatchlings using 

a combination of watercolour and chalk pastel techniques.

• We completed the semester by exploring Optical Art and tried drawing, painting and weaving patterns to 

trick the eye.

• Finally, with the holidays in mind, we sculpted Scandinavian Xmas gnomes from clay. These cute little 

characters prompted a discussion about celebrations and how art often represents culture.
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5 Kentia

• This semester, Stage 3 have been focusing on the elements of art and how they can be used to create 

and understand art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at the tertiary colour wheel and how colours work together to enhance 

an artwork. This inspired our fantasy cityscapes using one- point perspective.

• As Stage 3 were focusing on fantasy texts in their literacy activities, we complemented their classroom 

learning by making fantasy animal portraits inspired by contemporary artist Tamara Phillips.

• We then sculpted 3-dimensional dragon eyes using origami and oil pastels, and dragon hatchlings using 

a combination of watercolour and chalk pastel techniques.

• We completed the semester by exploring Optical Art and tried drawing, painting and weaving patterns to 

trick the eye.

• Finally, with the holidays in mind, we sculpted Scandinavian Xmas gnomes from clay. These cute little 

characters prompted a discussion about celebrations and how art often represents culture.
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5 Willow

• This semester, Stage 3 have been focusing on the elements of art and how they can be used to create 

and understand art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at the tertiary colour wheel and how colours work together to enhance 

an artwork. This inspired our fantasy cityscapes using one- point perspective.

• As Stage 3 were focusing on fantasy texts in their literacy activities, we complemented their classroom 

learning by making fantasy animal portraits inspired by contemporary artist Tamara Phillips.

• We then sculpted 3-dimensional dragon eyes using origami and oil pastels, and dragon hatchlings using 

a combination of watercolour and chalk pastel techniques.

• We completed the semester by exploring Optical Art and tried drawing, painting and weaving patterns to 

trick the eye.

• Finally, with the holidays in mind, we sculpted Scandinavian Xmas gnomes from clay. These cute little 

characters prompted a discussion about celebrations and how art often represents culture.
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6 Chamomile

• This semester, Stage 3 have been focusing on the elements of art and how they can be used to create 

and understand art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at the tertiary colour wheel and how colours work together to enhance 

an artwork. This inspired our fantasy cityscapes using one- point perspective.

• As Stage 3 were focusing on fantasy texts in their literacy activities, we complemented their classroom 

learning by making fantasy animal portraits inspired by contemporary artist Tamara Phillips.

• We then sculpted 3-dimensional dragon eyes using origami and oil pastels, and dragon hatchlings using 

a combination of watercolour and chalk pastel techniques.

• We completed the semester by exploring Optical Art and tried drawing, painting and weaving patterns to 

trick the eye.

• Finally, with the holidays in mind, we sculpted Scandinavian Xmas gnomes from clay. These cute little 

characters prompted a discussion about celebrations and how art often represents culture.
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6 Eucalyptus

• This semester, Stage 3 have been focusing on the elements of art and how they can be used to create 

and understand art.

• In Term 1, we began by looking at the tertiary colour wheel and how colours work together to enhance 

an artwork. This inspired our fantasy cityscapes using one- point perspective.

• As Stage 3 were focusing on fantasy texts in their literacy activities, we complemented their classroom 

learning by making fantasy animal portraits inspired by contemporary artist Tamara Phillips.

• We then sculpted 3-dimensional dragon eyes using origami and oil pastels, and dragon hatchlings using 

a combination of watercolour and chalk pastel techniques.

• We completed the semester by exploring Optical Art and tried drawing, painting and weaving patterns to 

trick the eye.

• Finally, with the holidays in mind, we sculpted Scandinavian Xmas gnomes from clay. These cute little 

characters prompted a discussion about celebrations and how art often represents culture.
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